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ABSTRACT. In the present paper we introduce a proof for the

existence of equilibrium points of a certain nonbilinear problem by using

the Knaster-Kuratowski-Mazurkiewicz theorem, which turns out to be

somewhat efficient for studies related to n-person games. As an applica-

tion of this result, by embedding an n-person game in the "cooperative"

set of action the existence of an equilibrium point in the strict noncoop-

erative case and more general cases is obtained.

I. Introduction. Since the introduction of equilibrium point in noncoopera-

tive «-person games by Nash [10], [11], there have been many applications and

some extensions in mathematical economics models of this very important

concept. However, only recently has there appeared to be some interest in the

outstanding problem of computing equilibria. There exists some general informa-

tion about the structure of the equilibrium points set for an «-person game.  See

for example H. Chin, T. Parthasarathy and T. E. S. Raghavan [1]. However, in

the case of two-person games, some interesting results by Vorobev [17], Kuhn [4]

and Kreps [3] have been found.

In the present paper we introduce a proof for the existence of equilibrium

points of a certain nonbilinear problem by using the Knaster-Kuratowski-

Mazurkiewicz theorem, which turns out to be somewhat efficient for studies

related to «-person games.

Indeed, as an application of this result, by embedding an «-person game in

the "cooperative" set of actions the existence of an equilibrium point in the

strict noncooperative case and more general cases is obtained.

Even though the new existence proof of equilibrium points is not by itself

constructive, it holds to a computationally suitable way for the set of equilibrium

points. In some specific cases, as for example, two-person games, one derives

that such a set is the union of convex polyhedra. The extreme points of such

polyhedra are computed by a similar technique as the important one developed

by Kuhn [4].
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Further, we introduce a section about transformation properties of

equilibria.

Finally, we also extend von Neumann's result [16] for an «-person game

with rational payoff functions.

We would like to point out that the same basic result allows one to study

extensions of equilibrium point concepts as those F-points introduced by the

author [6], [7], [9], which we will present in a separate report.

II. Basic results.  Let / be a nonempty finite set and / be the set of all

probability distribution defined on /, that is

T= \x E Fm: x(i) > 0, Zx(i) = 1, / G / i,

where |/| indicates the number of elements in / and R is the set of real numbers.

x(i) is the ith component of the vector xERm. Given an x E T\et S(x) CI

be the support of z, that is, the set of j El such that z(j) > 0.  Consider a con-

tinuous real function G:I x I x I —► F.   For any continuous transformation

p :/—*/ we extend the function G in a natural way by means of

G(x, /, 2) = E P(xXf)G(J, U z).
/e/

We now have the following basic result:

Theorem 1. If for each z El there is an i E S(z) such that for any j E
'S*

S(p(z)), G(j, i, z) > 0, then there is a z El such that GÇz, i,T)>0 for each

i El.

Proof.   For a given i E I, define the set

I(i) = {zeT. G(j, i, z)>0 for each/ eS(p(z))}.

We want to see that such a set is closed. Consider a convergent sequence zn —*■

z such that for each n, zn E 1(f). We note that there is an nQ such that for

all 77 > n0, S(p(zn)) D S(p(z)) since the transformation p is continuous. Since

zn E/(/), then for each/ES(p(zn)), G(j, i,zn)> 0. In particular, the above is

true for each / E S(p(z)). By the continuity of G, we have that for each / G

S(p(z)), G(j, i, z) > 0. Therefore, z E I(i).

For any nonempty subset JC I, we indicate by / the natural embedding

in / of the corresponding probability distributions. Hence, by the condition

imposed in the theorem, for any z with S(z) = J there is an / G / such that

z E 1(f). Therefore, for any nonempty subset J CI: J C \JiEJI(i).

Consequently, the Knaster-Kuratowski-Mazurkiewicz theorem guarantees

the nonemptiness of the intersection set E — Mie//(/).
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Any point TE E satisfies G(J, i,T)>0 for each i G /.    Q.ED.

This result is too general for our purpose in this paper. We now will pre-

sent an application of the above result which is more suitable for further studies

concerning the existence of equilibria in game theory.

Consider a family of continuous real functions /.; T —* R with i El and
r**r

define F(i, z) = ffz). Then, the natural extension of F toi is given by

F(x,y) = Zp(x)(i)fi(y).
mi

By applying Theorem 1, we obtain the next result:

Theorem 2. If for each zeT: S(p(z)) C S(z), then there isalcT such

that F(z, z) > F(i, z) for each i G /.

Proof.  Define G(j, i, z) = -FU z) - F(i, z). For any zeT, let i E S(p(z))

be any / G S(p(z)) such that F(T, z) is a minimum with respect to the variable

i G S(p(z)). This obviously exists. Therefore, for each / G S(p(z)), F(j, z) >

FQ, z) or equivalently G(j, J, z) > 0. But T E S(p(z)) C S(z). By the previous

theorem, there exists ai El such that G(z, i,I)>0 for each i G/.   Such a

point satisfies F(z, z) > F(i, z) for each / G / .   Q.E.D.

A point satisfying Theorem 2 will be called an equilibrium point for F.  One

can characterize an equilibrium point in a somewhat slightly different way which

will be useful in the subsequent parts. As an immediate consequence of Theorem

2, we have

Corollary 3.  A point z El is an equilibrium point for F if and only if

for each j E S(p(z)) F(j, z) > F(i, T) for each i E I.

Having the existence of an equilibrium point for F, we now want to see that

any transformation p having the condition established in Theorem 2 is onto.

Lemma 4.   For any continuous transformation p: I —*■ I, if for each z G

T, S(p(z)) C S(z), then p(T) D T.

Proof.   Clearly, since / is convex, p is homotopic to the identity map id.

Indeed, H(x, t) = tp(x) + (1 - t)x is an homotopy bridge between p and id.

Suppose that p(I ) is not / ; then there is a point x G T which does not be-

long to the closed set p(T). Therefore, for some e > 0 all the points xeT such

that Ix -xl< e,xÍ p(T). Let oTbe the relative boundary of 7 and consider

the continuous function g: 7- p(T) —* dT which maps x to the projection g(x)

E dT on the ray from x to x. The continuous composition X(x) = g(p(x)) maps

/ into dT. Its restriction XIdT is indeed p\dT. Therefore, it is well known that

p\dl is homotopic to a constant function in dT (see, for example, Nikaido
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[12, p. 75]). Consequently, since S(p(z)) C S(z) for each z El,p\dl is homo-

topic to the identity in 9/ , which implies that the identity map is homotopic to

a constant map in 3/ . The Brouwer Fixed-Point Theorem assures that this is

absurd.   Q.E.D.

Going back to equilibrium points, we will present next a simple fact about

the set of such points for different functions related by an appropriate trans-

formation.

Let A(f) be the set of vectors x E R!/l such that x(f) = px for each j EJ

and px > x(i) for each / £ /. Then if P(I) indicates the family of all nonempty

subsets of/, we have that {A(J),JE p(/)} is a partition of F1'1.

We say that a transformation SI: F17' —*■ R /!is order-preserving if Sl(A(J))

C A(J) foi each J E ?(I).

In what follows, all the transformations p considered are assumed to have

the property indicated in Theorem 2.

Given F(i, • ) define Fn as the composition Fn = SI o F; then one imme-

diately has

Propositon 5.  If SI is order-preserving, then an equilibrium point for F is

an equilibrium point for Fn.

Proof. Let J¿ be that subset of / such that F(. ,T)E A(Jr). Since SI is

order-preserving, Fn( . ,z)E A(Jj) or equivalently for each / G Jj and i £ J-¿,

Fn0', z) > -FfiO'. z). But S(p(z)) C J- since z is an equilibrium point for F.

Therefore, for each / G S(p(z)), Fa(j, z) > Fn(i, z) for each / G /.    Q.E.D.

It is clear that the set of equilibrium points for F is the intersection of all

I(î): E = n/e//(i). Now, introducing the sets

M(J, i)= {zEp. S(p(z)) = / and F(j, z) > F(i, z) for each / G J},

we have that /(/) = U>ep(/)M(/, /) and consequently

a) E=n u M(j,i)= u c\m(j,í).

Clearly, the set in the right term is always included in E. For any IEE

let /j- = S(p(z)), then z G *i¡(=iM(Jj, i). Thus we have the previous equality.

The expression (1) characterizes the set of equilibria for F.

III. Properties in the bilinear case.  Having the previous results, we now

would like to study some properties regarding equilibria in the case in which the

function F is bilinear. Even though this case is quite particular, it appears to be

quite wide reaching when applied to games. It incorporates general two-person

games and a large variety of 7î-person games.
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In such an instance, it is possible to present some relevant properties and to

have a technique for computational purposes. It is possible to compute all the

extreme equilibria and therefore all the equilibrium points. Such a technique has

many similarities with the very important method developed by Kuhn [4] for

characterizing extreme optimal strategies in zero-sum two-person games.

Here in this section we consider that the function F is given as

F(x,y)=ZZaijX(í)y(j)

and the transformation p is the identity. Therefore, in this case all the sets

M(J, i) become convex and the set of equilibrium points E is a union of convex

sets. We would like to remark that the sets M(J, /), in general, are not closed.

Moreover, such sets are convex polyhedra. Consider the matrix Bl = {bL}

with j.kEJ defined by bL = a(k - a¡k. Then, it is clear that

M(J, i) = K¡(J)nj0

where /   stands for the relative interior of / and

K¿(J)= {xEJ:B'x<0}.

Here Blx indicates the usual matrix multiplication.

Now, alternately the set K¡(J) can be described by means of the set

Lt(J) = {(x, X) G Jx R: B'x - X < 0 and X < 0}.

Indeed, if ttj is the projection on J , we immediately have

Kt(J) - tjLff).

The points in M(J, i), if any, can be obtained as a combination of its ex-

treme points which might not belong to it. Thus, it is important to characterize

the extreme points.

Write the linear system of inequalities

£Z>jftx(fc)-X<0,     jEJ,
k

Zx(fc)=l,   X<0,
k

for LfJ).
For any given m x n matrix A, we write Tas the (»i + 1) x (« + 1) ma-

trix having the entries ay = a¡j if / < m and / < «, am + xf = 1 for / < «, á~¡ „+x =

-1 for / < m and am + x n + x =0. Similarly A" is the (m + 1) x « matrix with

entries atj = atj for / < m and / < n, im + 1/- = 0 if / < m - 1 and am + x n = 1.
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With these notations, we can express the above linear system of inequalities as

(B~y({) <vf+x

where vj+ x = (0, . . . , 1, 0) is a / + 2 vector with 1 in the / + 1 - (l/l + l)th

position. We also use u, + x = (0, . . ., 1) as the unit/ + 1 vector.

Theorem 6. Let x,X be an extreme point of L¡(J). If:

(a) X < 0 there exists a \S(x)\ x \S(x)\ submatrix Q ofB' such that the

rank r(Q)of Q is \S(x)\ + 1 and (x, X) is the solution ofQ(%) = ur+x;

(b) X = 0, there exists a (IS(x)l - 1) x \S(x)\ submatrix Q of B' such that

KQ1 - \S(x)\ + 1 and (x, 0) is the solution ofQ~d) = vp

We skip the proof because it is essentially contained in Kuhn's paper.

As an immediate consequence of this theorem, we have that (x, X) can be

computed by Cramer's rule. Given a q x q matrix Q we indicate by Q¡, the

(/, /)th cofactor in Q, and \Q\ the determinant.

Corollary 7. If x, X is an extreme point ofLff) and Q the correspond-

ing matrix specified in Theorem 6, then

(a) if X < 0, x(k) = 0forkE S(x) and

*rir\ - S7^7fc    _      ^iQlk ,   e- C/_
^"TT   Pa'   kGSÇ0'

and

jT_!gl     = Igl
ICI     z^kQik '

(b) //X < 0: x(k) = 0, k G S(x) and

x(k) =
Qt

s/ô;
where Q* is the (q + 1), kth cofactor in Q*.

Since there are only a finite number of submatrices, it is possible to obtain

effectively all the extreme points of the convex polyhedron LfT).

We indicate by E¡(f) the set of extreme points to Lff). We have the fol-

lowing simple fact:

Proposition 8.   The set M(J, i) is nonempty if and only if\JxeiTj i¡(j)S(x)

= J.

Proof. First the necessity. If x E M(J, i) then S(x) = J and for some X,

(x, X) G L¡(J). Thus, for some convex combination with pfc > 0:

(x,X) = fe/V^ZM*XM
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for some extreme points (xk, Xk) G E,(/). But S(x) = UkS(xfc), and therefore

jTett jEij)S(x) = J. For the sufficiency, let (xfc, Xfc) be any family of extreme

points such that UfcS(x*) = /.  Then any convex combination of them with pk

> 0 gives

(x(p),m) = ('£pkxkXpkx
)

which is in L((J). Hence x(u) G KfJ) and S(x(p)) = \JkS(xk), implying that

x(p)EMi(J)   Q.E.D.

The intersection C\ieIM(J, i) will give all the equilibrium points for F hav-

ing support /.  This may be characterized as a convex polyhedron by means of

linear inequalities too.

It is interesting to note that although the set of equilibrium points E is not,

in general, convex, it can be entirely computed as convex combinations of ex-

treme equilibrium points which in turn are extreme points to

L(T)= {xEP.Ax<\}.

Theorem 9. IfxEE and (x, X-) where X¿ = F(x~, x) is a strict convex

combination of points xk E L(I ), then all xk are equilibrium points for F.

Proof.  It is clear that if x~G E then (x~, X-) E L(T). If it is a convex

combination with pk > 0:

(*.^) = feM*AÇ/ikx*\

where (xk, Xk) G L(I ), then since (x, X-) is an equilibrium point, we have

Zkpk\k > 2kF(i, xk) for all i EI and the strict equality for i G S(x). But S(x)

= UkS(xk), and X* > F\i, xk) for all / G /.   In particular for / G S(xk) C S(x) X*

= F(xk, xk) = F(i, xk), which implies that (x*, Xfc) is an equilibrium point.   Q.EJ).

Consequently the set of extreme equilibrium points for F: E rï n¡L(I) is

nonempty.

The points in E n itjL(I ) are called extreme equilibrium points.  By the

last theorem, it is possible to compute all of them efficiently. This is the import-

ance of such a result.

In order to reduce the computational procedure one might expect one ex-

treme equilibrium point whose corresponding submatrix P is a principal minor.

We hope to prove such a fact, among other results, in further studies.

IV. Equivalence classes. In this section, we will study a kind of equivalence

relation for the set of bilinear functions F considered in the previous section. This

might be applied when F also has the support inclusion property, but for reasons
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of simplicity we shall skip this case. All the functions in an equivalent class will

have the same set of equilibrium points. Thus, the general problem is reduced

only to a small family of functions. We will also mention some related combina-

torial aspects.

Given a positive diagonal matrix F, define the transformation <t>B: I —► /

as

<¡>B(X) = P*(*)Ä*   where PbO) = yçtft, > o.

At once we have that p satisfies

pB(ax) = pB(x)¡a,   pBi(B2x) = Pg^Qc)

for any number a and diagonal matrices Bx and F2.

Let C be a matrix such that CB = A, where F is the expectation of A.

Then we have that C<pB(x) - pB(x)Ax = 0 and from here for the expectation Fc

of C we have

F°0\ *fl(2)) = Zc/*(*u^))* » PbOO Z V* ■ PbWÜ, z)
k k

for each j El and z E I.  If z happens to be an equilibrium point for F, then

FC(j,  <t>B(D) = F(j, z) > F(i, z) = Fc(i,  4>B(z))

for all / G S(z) and i G /, or in other words, <PB(z) is an equilibrium point for Fc.

Thus, the set of equilibrium points for Fc: E(AB~l) = E(C) contains

<PB(E(A)),

We also have for the composition <f>B   • ̂ BJx) = <¡>BxB2(x) and <pBl =

0B_,.  Furthermore (¡>B(E(A)) = E(C).

A further simple observation is that the matrix A + I(kx,. . ., k-) (where

the matrix I(kx,. . . , k„-) has the ith column with all the entries k¡, and ti = |/|),

has exactly the same set of equilibrium points as A. Indeed, it is immediate from

the expectation expression:

/i,-*7(/.2)s= m *)+£*&•
i

From this fact, one is allowed to study just payoff functions with all entries

positive. The others will have a representative here with the same set of equilibria.

Moreover, by the first consideration, given A > 0 with at least one positive entry

in each column, if b¡¡ = 2fcafc/ > 0 then .4F is a stochastic matrix with respect to

the columns and therefore all the remaining representatives are the stochastic

matrices.
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Let S be the set of all such stochastic matrices and consider the transfor-

mation

[A + I(kx.W1^!- •...*„) = C,   A+I(kx.*„) > 0

for A E S, with at least one positive entry in each column. Therefore, the ma-

trix B(kx, . . . ,kn) has entries bj(kx,. . . , kn) = 1 + nk¡>0.

It is clear that C E S and that

E(Q = (¡>B(E(A)) = <¡>B(E(A + I(kv .... *„))).

It is interesting to note that the matrix C can be obtained by inverting the

operations. Indeed, let

kt = - k,l(l + «*,);

then, we have that B(kx, . . . , kn) is the inverse of B(kx.k„), since

0<bJ1(k1.kn) = 1/(1 + nk¡)

= (1 +«^)/(l +nk¡-nk¡)

= l+nk¡ = bj(kx,... , kn),

and therefore

C + /(*,.kn)=[A+ I(kx.*n)]5_1(*i.*„) + /(«!• • • • . K)

= AB'1^, ...,kn) + I(kx.kn)B-i(kx, ...,*„)+ I(kx.kn)

- AB-X{kx. ...,kn)+ I(kx,.... kH)B-l<tv ....*„)

-Kkx,..., kn)B-\kv...,kn)

= AB~\kx.kn)= AB(kx, ...,kn)>0

with at least one positive entry in each column. Equivalently

[C + I(kx.Ç,)]*"1^.kn)=A.

Thus,

E(C) = E(AB~1(kx.*„)) = <t>B(E(A)).

From here, we can define an equivalent relation in S as A2RAX if and only

if there is a vector (kx, . . . , kn) such that

A2 = [Ax + I(kx.kn)\B-\kx.*„)
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where A, + I(kx, .. . , kn) > 0 has at least one positive entry in each column.

It is simple to verify that F is an equivalent relation.

As a consequence we have that the computation of equilibrium points is

reduced to the equivalence classes. For any two stochastic matrices in the same

equivalence class the set of equilibria are in a one-to-one correspondence given

above.

It is worth mentioning that the existence of an equilibrium point for F is

equivalent to the very combinatorial fact that U/GPm AF(J) is nonempty for

any stochastic matrix, where here AF(J) = {z: S(z) = J and F(z, z) E A(f)}.

V. Equilibrium points In n-person games. Having studied some properties

in the previous section which allow the complete computation of all equilibria in

the bilinear case, we will now go on to present some interesting applications to

77-person games.

As a first simple fact, consider the case where F(x, y) = E(x, y) - E(y, x)

and F is the expectation of a given matrix A. Then, immediately from Theorem

2 we have

Corollary 10.   There exists a point x such that E(x, i) > E(i, x) for

every i G /.

Proof.   Indeed, let jc be an equlibrium point for F:

F(x, x) > F(i, x) m E(i, x) - E(x, Í)

for each / G /.  But F(x, x) = 0 since F is skew-symmetric.   Q.E.D.

Even this result implies the minimax theorem, which is precisely the method

adopted by Nikaido-Isoda [13].

Now, we study 77-person games. Let T = {2f, A{, i EN} be a finite 77-per-

son game in normal form. Let S = X/6ArSf and consider continuous functions

p: 2 —► 2 and q': ÎL, —*■ 2- for each / G N, where p is such that S(p(z)) C

S(z) for each z G 2. Therefore, we define

fiff)=        Z Mu.Ti-1 ' °i> Ti+1.T«)
Tl'— 'ri-l'Ti+l.Tn

• q'(z)(Ti, • • • , *7-l»T/+l' • • • » Tn)

= F/(a|.,<7i(z)),

/„GO = Z ?.&
iBN     '

for o = (Oj, . . . , on) G 2 and z E 2 and for x, y E S:
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F(x,y)=    £    p(x)(ox,...,on)fa(y)

°l.°n

iejV ox,-.,an

= ZZ(       Z pW(ai ' • • • ' °n)) Ei{Pi'qi(y))

= Z EfitfipQ®, q'(y))
ÍQV

where n¡: 2 —► 2,- is the natural projection giving the marginal probability.

By Theorem 2, there exists a z G 2 such that

(*) Z  HitfpÇzj), q'(z)) > Z EfitAjKz)), q'(T))
i&N iQV

for each z G 2.  Let

A(*i.z„) = H njx(zt)
j'QV

for z¡ E 2,- which can be seen to be a convex polyhedron [8].   We call it the

fiber.  Intuitively speaking this is the set of all cooperative actions among the

players generated by the individual mixed strategies z¡ G 2,-. Consider further the

set p_1(X(z,, . . . , z„)). Since p is onto, 717p: 2 —*■ 2f is also onto.

Taking any z¡ E 2f and any

z Gp-'íXfWiíl), . . . , ir¡-x(z), z¡, iri+x(z), ..., 7T„(z)))

inequality (*) becomes

Efrfim, ?'oo) > %w). «*(*))•

Thus, z E 2 is such that for each / G N, each z¡ G 2f and each

z G p~l(X(itx(z), ..., n^z), Z;, Tti+X(z), ..., tt„(F))),

EfrMD), ql(z)) > EfitAjtz)), q\z)).

We call such a point a (p, ¿^-equilibrium point for the «-person game T. Therefore

we have proved

Theorem 11. For any finite n-person game Y and any continuous func-

tions q', p such that S(p(z)) C S(z) for each z G 2, there exists a (p, q)-equilib-

rium point.

The previous result which gives the existence of an equilibrium point in the

nonmultilinear case is a generalization of Nash's classical result about equilibrium

points [8] and [9].
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Consider the case where

q\z)(ox,. . . , ot_x, Oi+x,. . . , o„) =   riff/teXty).
7#i

for each / G N, and p is the identity mapping. Then, the projection point

(irx(z), . . . , 7T„(z)) G XÍGiV2í of any (id,<jr)-equilibrium point z, since the expec-

tations E¡ aie now independent of all points in the fiber, is indeed a Nash equi-

librium point in the mixed extension r = {2Í( E¡; i EN}.

This takes into account only the strictly noncooperative actions.

Now, we would like to study the relationship between the set of (id, q)-

equilibrium points for T and the set of Nash equilibrium points. We recall that

the former set is

Ec =     U      H M(T, o)
rep(s) oes

where the ATs set are considered with respect to the F function. On the other

hand, it is easy to see that the set of Nash equilibrium points is given by

Enc =     U      O N(T, o)
reß(s)oes

where ir¡(T) = Tt is the projection of the set T C 2 into 2,-, ß(2) is the family of

all nonempty subsets T = X/GiV 77,(7) m 2 and N(T, o) is the set of all z G

XÍGJV-2,. such that S(z¡) = T¡ and for each i E N:

(2) El(zx, . . . , z,_i, r¡, zi+,,..., z„) > E¿zx, ... , z,._i, oy, zi+,,..., z„)

for each t¡ E T¡.

Proposition 12. For any finite game F, given p = id aT7<i p, then E° =
x(Ency

Proof.   Given a TE Q(J), let R(7) be the family of subsets UCT such

that ttJ^U) = 77,(7) = 7f for each / G A/.  Then, we can write

Ec =     U        UPI M(t/, a).
ref2(z) f/eR(r) aes

We first want to see that

U      n M(U, o) = x(n N(T, a)].
ueR(T) oes Voes /

Let z be a point in the first set, then S(z) = U for some UE R(7). There-

fore for zf = 7r,<z), we have S(t7,.(z)) = T, = Ttt{T) = ut{U). Let rt E T¡ for some

I G N, then there is some t EU such that r~- = t¡. Since z G f\G2Af({7, a) we

have that
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2- E¡\zx, . . . , Z¡_x, Ti, Z¡+ j , . . . , Z„)
/ejv

> ¿L Efzx » • • • » z<-i« °i> z,+1, • • •, z„)
ÍE.N

for each t EU and a G 2. In particular for t G U and a = (t, , . . . , t¡_x , af,

r,+i, . . . , t„), from here, we obtain (2) for each / G N, t¡ E T¡ and o¡ E 2,-.

This implies that (z,, . . . , z„) G C\oB^N(T, o).

Reciprocally, given (zx,. . . , zn) in n^^Aír, o), consider any z G

\(zx, . . ., z„) with S(z) = U E R(T). Given t G U and any o G 2, since

(zx, . . . ,zn)E N(T, o) and rt E S(z¡) = T¡ we have (2), and adding them:

Z Efzx, . . . , Zf_i, T¡, Z¡+ j , . . . , Z„)
¡eN

> Z Ei(zx, . . . , z¡_x, 07, z/+1, . . . , z„),
ieN

or equivalently, z G M(U, a).

Therefore

F -     U     \(f) N(T, o)\ = x(    U      0 Mr, o)) = E"c
reß(E)   VoGS y        Vrec2(S) oes /

which is the desired result.   Q.E.D.

It is worth observing that the set of equilibrium points in «-person games

has a particular shape.

Given a set K C X¡eNK¡ where K¡ is a convex set in an euclidean space, we

say that K is multiconvex if for any

X = (Xj, . . . , Xy_!, Xj, Xj+ 1, . . . , Xn),

y = (xx, . . . , x;_i, y¡, Xj+ j, . . . , x„)

in K any convex combination px + (1 - p)y G ÍT.   In the case that \N\ = 1 this

notion becomes the usual concept of convexity.

It is clear at once that the set C\oe^N(T, o) C X¡eN^¡ is multiconvex.

Thus,

Corollary 13. The set of Nash equilibrium points of any finite n-person

game is the union of multiconvex sets.

However, there is a particular case where the shape of the equilibrium

points set is simpler, namely, when the expectations Et are linear functions in the

variables (z,,... , z¡_x, zi+x,.. ., zn) E X;#i2;-. Consider any permutation

9: N-*N without fixed points.  In the case that the payoff functions are

Afa,. . . ,on) = A¡(Oi, a9(/)), the expectations will be Et{z¡, z0(/)). Therefore
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all the sets N(T, o) become convex. Similarly the function F is bilinear and con-

sequently both equilibrium sets Ec and Enc are unions of convex sets. This is

certainly the case for two-person games.  Furthermore, all the extreme points of

Ec can be effectively computed by the methods indicated in §111. Such extreme

points will without any doubt be related to the extremes of Enc'. Some other

examples can also be considered.

VI. Equilibrium points for rational 77-person games. Having presented in

the previous section the application of our basic result to T7-person games, we now

will show that it is possible to get more general results in the same direction.

Indeed, we will obtain the existence of general equilibrium points for games with

rational payoff functions. This was recently done by the author [9] by using

Kakutani's fixed point theorem, thus obtaining a generalization of von Neumann's

result [16].

Here we will use a further approach based on the results in §11.

In this section, let T = {2,-, A¡; i e N} be a finite n-person game where the

payoff functions A¡ = BtICt where C¡ > 0.  For given q', p as in the previous

section, define

g*afz) = Ff(7r,<p(z)), q'WEf&i, q'(z)) - EB(-nfr(z)), ?'(z))Ff(o> q'(z))

for a G 2 and z E 2, where EB and Ef are the expectations of B¡ and C¡ respec-

tively.  From here,

G(x, y)=     Z    Pixfoi.0«feaÛO
o\ ,...,on

=     S    P(x)(ox,..., an) t Z £„/»
ox,...,on íew

= Z [Efin^)),qt(y))Ef(iiAjKx)),q'(y))
iGN

- Ef (ir/pOO), i'W)£f W)). fl'öOl

for x, y E 2. By Theorem 2, there exists a z G 2 such that G(J, 7) > G(z, 7)

for each z G 2. Replacing its value in terms of the expectation:

G(z,z) = 0> Z [Ff (irM^)V(*))£f (*MO), fl'(*))
/eAT

- Ef(«J(p(z)), q'(z))Ef(nJ(p(z)), q'(z))]
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or

Z Ef&fpiz)), ql{T))Ef(tiAjte%<r'&))

> Z Ef(1l/[p(J)\q,(z))Ef(it/[piz)),q,(I))

for each z G 2.

Taking any z¡ E 2(. and any

z Gp_1(X(7ri(z), . . . , tt¡_x(z), Zp rr/+1(z), . . • , itn(z)))

consecutively in the last inequality, we have that z G 2 is such that for each / G

N, each 27 G 2(- and each

z G p-^XÍTr.íz), . . . , ni_x(z), z¡, 7r/+1(z), .. ., nn(z))),

Ef(«i(p(z)), q'dWfofpiz)), q'(z))

>Ef (*&(!)), q'mEf&ÍPiz)), q'(z))

or

Ef (v/Wz)), q'(z))     EB(*fp(z)), q'(z))
->-'

Ef(«¿pH)), q\z))    Ef(it{p(z)), ¿(I))

since all C¡ are strictly positive.

We say that such a point is an (p, ^-equilibrium point for the rational n-

person game I\ We have proved

Theorem 14. Any rational n-person game T has a (p, q)-equilibrium point

if P, ql are continuous and S(p(z)) C S(z) for each z G 2.

In the case when p = id and q1 = ql as in the last paragraph, then the pro-

jection (irx(z), . . . , 7T„(z)) G X/ejy^i is an equilibrium point in mixed strategies.

We observe that if all the payoff functions C¡ are identically one, all the

expectations Ef are identically one also, and therefore Theorem 14 particularizes

into the result given in Theorem 1.

Finally, we would like to point out that many results can be extended in

the direction given in [6] and [7] for ¿"-points and some more general concepts of

stability. Furthermore, considering the results in [8] some natural extensions in

the cooperative context can be developed.
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